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Abstract 

 

Since the earliest overt depiction of bisexual characters in Philippine cinema in 1954, 

filmmakers have been attempting to provide various images of bisexuality, initially for 

comic or melodramatic genre entries, and more recently for serious realist and fantastic 

social discourses. With the absence of any comprehensive queer-film report that focuses on 

bisexuality, this article will provide a survey and look at basic trends over two time periods 

(before and after the current millennium) as well as differences in male and female imaging.  
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One may begin to comprehend sexuality in the Philippines by considering the Western-infused 

tensions of clerically dominated Spanish colonization followed by the secular liberalisms of US 

occupation, often summed up by quipsters as “300 years in a convent followed by 50 years of 

Hollywood.” To compound the situation, the 7,400-island archipelago that was arbitrarily marked 

off as Asia’s first European territory originally comprised several nascent kingdoms, cultures, 

and languages, each observing variant degrees of cooperation and/or conflict with the others. 

Many of the peoples were enjoying productive trade relations with China, although the 

geographically more distant cultural influences of Indianization and Islamization still had to take 

root in the largest island. 

 

 One of the first foreign observations of Philippine sexuality since the country’s mid-20th-

century independence cogently described it as unique in representing the erotic tradition of 

Southeast Asia, “the most tolerant area of the world with respect to variant sexuality” (Whitam & 

Mathy, 1986, pp. 144-45). Another text, a tourism guide to gay Philippine life, declared that 

“‘Straight’ is gay and gay is gayer,” and asserted that “Being ‘straight’ in the Philippines doesn’t 

dictate one’s sexual role play” (Itiel, 1989, pp. 10-11). These observations make it possible to 

speculate that, from foreign perspectives at least, precolonial Philippine culture had elements that 

may 
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be recognized in the contemporary understanding of queerness, specifically in its affinities with 

Western concepts of bisexuality (Callis, 2009). 

 

Taxonomies 

 

Á



For the purpose of this introductory survey to instances of bisexuality in Philippine cinema, I will 

attempt to provide a simplified matrix of the taxonomies summarized by Marjorie Garber (1995, p. 

30), substituting less overcritical terms (e.g., “situational” in place of “defensive”) and using only 

the manifestations applicable to the phenomenon in question. Under each category will be 

subcategories (most of which necessarily overlap with one another), and each subcategory will be 

further divided to distinguish between male and female bisexualities.1 Table 1 provides a listing of 

these classifications as well as a tally of the films according to gender. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the 

male-centered entries outnumber those of women, although we should also note that certain films 

contain more than one applicable instance of bisexualized imaging. The categories will be 

individually discussed in the rest of the article, with each category provided with a chart detailing 

the films (arranged chronologically, so that shifts may be tracked) included in the survey. 

 

 The most surprising revelation for me, as a long-time observer of queer Philippine films, is 

the paucity of images that may be strictly classified as bisexual, where (at minimum) a character in a 

relationship has a past or current history of partnership with one sex, and in the course of the 

narrative, proceeds to have a physical encounter with the other sex. The categories would be: 

situational, where the character experiences bisexuality as a matter of exigency, almost entirely 

proceeding from heterosexuality to homosexuality; open, where the character’s bisexual behavior is 

inscribed (pre-recognized, in relation to the narrative) in her or his self-identification; and closeted, 

where the character self-perceives her or his bisexuality and opts to repress the socially proscribed 

desire for the same sex. 

 

 
 

Table 1. Numbers of Philippine Film Samples that Feature Bisexual Characters. The list distinguishes between male and female 
instances. Prepared by the author (© 2019, All Rights Reserved). 
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 Some caution must be signaled early on to experts in gender psychology: the depiction of 

non-binary genders in a media industry supported by and beholden to neocolonial Cold War 

policies and arguably the most conservative strain of interventionist Catholicism in the world will 
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tend to be far from ideal (to say the least), at least in the beginning. Standard “enlightened” 

approaches to genderqueer troubles (as in Richards et al., 2016, p. 99) have found their counterparts 

in certain aspects of Philippine psychiatric practice (see Claudio, 2015), and it may also be possible 

to glimpse these so-called PC insights in some of the latter-day film texts. 

 

Category 1: Situational Bisexuality 
 

Three types of bisexual experiences arise from the characters’ circumstances rather than from an 

awakening to their desire. Two types, which dominate this category, may be regarded as 

problematic in the sense that they render the bisexual situation as unstable; the third type may be 

described (within the terms of the film narrative) as a benign exemplification of bisexuality. (See 

Table 2 for the subcategories and the films discussed.) 

 

Pragmatic 

 

The first type, wherein males tend to proliferate, would be pragmatic: the bisexual experience is 

negotiated, generally in return for money. Under this subcategory would fall the rich man’s driver 

(who decides to blackmail his employer) in Lino Brocka’s Dipped in Gold (1970), as well as the 

migrant worker who agrees to a friendly stranger’s invitation to earn his keep as a hustler in 

Brocka’s more famous Manila in the Claws of Light (1975) and a straight go-go boy who winds up 

accepting a rich male patron’s offer of support in the lost but recently recovered Dancers (1978). 

Brocka attempted to offset the homophobic presentations in these earlier films by providing a 

central character who accepts his best friend’s same-sex desire in Macho Dancer (1988); the 

movie’s foreign arthouse success enabled him to plan a number of follow-up projects featuring the 

same type of character, but his death from a car accident in 1991 led to the projects being completed 

by his colleague, Mel Chionglo: Midnight Dancers (1994), Burlesk King (1999), and Twilight 

Dancers (2006) – each one also featuring a lead or supporting gay-for-pay hustler character. 

 

 The earliest sample of a woman pragmatically utilizing situational bisexuality also partakes 

of homophobic imaging: a women-in-prison film, Women in Cages (1971), directed by Gerardo de 

Leon for Roger Corman’s New World Pictures, where a number of prisoners yield to the 

enticements of a sadistic lesbian warden, played by a yet-to-be-famous Pam Grier. These types of 

female characters appeared in subsequent queer-themed 
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Table 2. List of Philippine Film Samples that Feature Characters in the Situational Bisexuality category. Films are listed in 
chronological order. Films that appear in more than one category (in this or in the succeeding Tables) are marked with an asterisk. 
See Note 1 for additional clarification. Prepared by Joel David (© 2019, All Rights Reserved). 

 

films – a lesbian’s girltoy in Danny L. Zialcita’s The Strong, the Pretty, and the Timid (1980), a 

desperate but talentless singer in Marilou Diaz-Abaya’s Moral (1982) – but these are rarer than the 

male samples, possibly because the heterosexual experiences that women undergo with men are 

more numerous, manifold, recognizable, and redundant. 
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 The narrative format continued to be useful in depicting the exploitation of young working-

class men: a laid-off worker in Elwood Perez’s Too Narrow, Too Wide: Stockroom Paradise (1977, 

considered lost), an acting aspirant in George Rowe’s Star! (1979), a tuition-seeking student in 

Ishmael Bernal’s Pleasure (1979), a kept boy in Diaz-Abaya’s Macho Gigolo (1981), a massage 

parlor’s employees in Brillante Mendoza’s The Masseur (2005) as well as a financially desperate 

young man in the same director’s Ma’ Rosa (2016); another down-and-out male character 

experiences sexual exploitation as trauma in Giuseppe Bede Sampedro’s Squalor (2009). In Mel 

Chionglo’s Sinner or Saint (1984), a promiscuous young mother discovers her student-boyfriend 

working as a hustler; in comic contrast, Zialcita’s Demure vs. Demure (1981), a sequel-of-sorts to 

The Strong, the Pretty, and the Timid, had a gay man’s boytoy comically escaping his keeper’s 

mansion to be with his new girlfriend, while Maryo J. de los Reyes’s Bullet and Lipstick (1994) had 

a gay identical-twin brother granting his boytoy permission to marry a girlfriend after determining 

that the latter would make him a good wife. Bernal’s Manila by Night (1980) featured a 

proliferation of queer characters, including a promiscuous taxi driver dependent on the generosity of 

a gay couturier. By the turn of the millennium, more extreme cases appeared: a slum-kid who good-

naturedly offers his gay neighbor “hard” massage (a euphemism for sex) to help out his girlfriend in 

Jeffrey Jeturian’s Fetch a Pail of Water (1999), a series of murderous gay hustlers (based on 

headline reports) in Francis Pasion’s Jay (2008), and a hand-to-mouth wage earner supplementing 

his income by accommodating a male client prior to engaging in a porn shoot in Joselito Altarejos’s 

Gino and Marie (2019).2 

 

Accidental 

 

A second type of situational bisexuality, the most numerous in this survey, would be what we may 

term accidental, in the sense that the characters deviated from society’s heterocentrist prescriptions 

but subsequently found their way, so to speak, after a misadventure or two involving opposite-sex 

contact. In fact the very first appearance of characters identified in the narrative as queer, Mar S. 

Torres’s Jack and Jill (1954), pursued the agenda of inverting the female and male inverts. It also 

provided its comic male star, Dolphy, with a number of personas with more outlandish names than 

Jill (Facifica Falayfay [1969] with a sequel in the 1980s; Sargeant Fofonggay [1974]; Facundo 

Alitaftaf [1978]; plus the devil himself in Omeng Satanasia [1977]). From the same B&W-era 

studio that produced Jack and Jill came Tony Cayado’s We Who Are Sexy (1962), where seven 

effeminate brothers are enlisted by their father in a military training camp. The sibling characters 

follow the Dolphy formula of growing up spoiled by their mother, resisting attempts at 

masculinization, and turning heterosexual when they and their potential girlfriends encounter crises 

that require them to perform “manly” action in order to save the day.3 The year that Facifica 
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Falayfay, Dolphy’s first 
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Jack and Jill followup, came out, is regarded as the period when film practitioners started laying the 

foundation for the next year’s breakout of pre-martial law softcore material (called the bomba era, 

1970-72); one of the more remarkable entries, Armando Garces’s now-lost Eric (1969), featured a 

daredevil character who experimented with illegal drugs and wound up in bed with an older man (de 

la Rosa, 2015), thus earning the distinction as the first imaging of homosex in Philippine cinema. 

 

 One of the more fascinating reworkings of the Jack and Jill formula was the aforementioned 

The Strong, the Pretty, and the Timid (1980, purportedly inspired by a made-for-TV American film, 

Paul Aaron’s A Different Story [1978]), where the male and female inverts do not get reformed (as it 

were) by secondary characters, but instead turn to each other as romantic partners and “awaken” to 

heterocentrist preferences in the process. Like Jack, subsequent lesbian characters during this period 

were deplorably provided with corrective measures by male suitors – a violent kiss in Danny L. 

Zialcita’s Lesbian and I (1982), and outright rape in Pepe Marcos’s Pay Your Ransom with Blood 

(1987). In contrast, males were provided with the privilege of maintaining their sexual preference 

after their bisexual experience: a gay partner who strayed in Joel Lamangan’s Soft Hearts (1998), 

another gay partner succumbing to social pressure but recovering afterward in Joselito Altarejos’s 

The Commitment (2014), even the cross-dressing title subject who winds up becoming a single 

father in Nick Deocampo’s super-8mm. documentary Oliver (1983). More variations became 

available during the present millennium, where an ex-convict who suffered same-sex rape but also 

develops a gay relationship returns to his heterocentric domestic arrangement after prison but is 

followed by his lover in Ellen Ramos and Paolo Villaluna’s The Inmate (2007); a queer relationship 

between a Communist activist and a married lawyer that slow-cooks over the years in Adolf 

Borinaga Alix Jr.’s The Affair (2010 – description provided from an interview with J. J. David, 

April 17, 2019); and a straight interpretive-dance student who desires his instructor but who 

develops an appreciation for his dance partner in Alvin Yapan’s The Dance of Two Left Feet (2011). 

 

Among the available cases of female characters, we can point out two contrasting treatments 

within 1986, the same year that the country turned from fascist dictatorship to liberal democracy via 

the “people power” uprising: in Diaz-Abaya’s Sensual, two childhood friends seek refuge in each 

other from negligent boyfriends; while in Jose Miranda Cruz’s purported biopic Who Is to Blame 

for the Fate of Nina Sara?, the titular starlet relived her alleged abduction and rape by a group of 

women. The current millennium also provided its contrasting images, with real life harsher than 

fiction: in Jun Lana’s Barber’s Tales (2013), a battered wife yields to a kiss from her suicidal best 

friend, and consummates (as it were) her affair by 
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disposing of her husband and joining the Communist armed resistance, while in Samantha Lee’s 

Billie and Emma (2018), an unruly girl, sent to her religion-instructor aunt to learn discipline, 

discovers both her premarital pregnancy and her attraction to a female classmate. On the other hand, 

PJ Raval’s Call Her Ganda (2018) is a documentary that tracks the story of Jennifer Laude, who 

was murdered by an American soldier when he realized that the sex worker he picked up was a trans 

woman. 

Á



 

Amiable 

 

The last type of situational bisexuality would be one where a heterosexual partner enters into a 

same-sex relationship presumably as an outgrowth of her or his friendship. Examples of this more 

relaxed arrangement began emerging during the so-called Second Golden Age of Philippine cinema 

roughly coinciding with the martial-law dictatorship of Ferdinand Marcos (1972-86). Included here 

would be the overseas laborer formerly supported by a beautician (played by Dolphy, in a rare 

situation where his gay character does not turn straight) in Lino Brocka’s My Father, My Mother 

(1977); the student surrendered by his rich gay keeper, in acknowledging the difference between 

love and gratitude, to his girlfriend in Maryo J. de los Reyes’s Schoolgirls (1982); the womanizing 

gangster who realizes the extent of his same-sex lover’s dedication after the latter gets killed in 

Leroy Salvador’s Innocent (1990); and the hometown pal who recovers from his bewilderment and 

awakens to strange stirrings when his best friend returns from abroad as a woman in Gil Portes’s 

Miguel/Michelle (1998). Love triangles have become the most common expression for this 

subcategory: a married hustler shares his home not just with his mistress but also with a particularly 

smitten client in Maryo J. de los Reyes’s Efren’s Paradise (1999); a mining engineer unable to 

satisfy his wife finds a worker willing to live with them and perform the task, but the men also 

develop an affection between them in Emmanuel “Ihman” Esturco’s Troika (2007); and a couple 

and their childhood friend form a threesome when the two males begin working as male prostitutes 

(with a bisexual pimp in charge) in Ronaldo M. Bertubin’s Unspoken Passion (2008). 

 

 Women characters also have their share of friendship-based engagements. In Bernal’s 

Manila by Night (1980), which also contained a pragmatic example in the Situational Bisexuality 

category, an ostensibly straight blind masseuse allows her childhood friend, a lesbian drug pusher, 

to provide her with narcotics as well as with physical pleasure; in Carlos Siguion-Reyna’s Three 

(1998), a cancer-stricken lesbian contacts the hot-headed husband of her ex-lover and arranges, as 

her last request, to have the wife look after her until she dies; in Sigrid Andrea Bernardo’s Anita’s 

Last Cha-Cha (2013), an abortionist returns to the hometown she fled from and sets 
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Table 3. List of Philippine Film Samples that Feature Characters in the Open Bisexuality Category. Films are listed in 
chronological order. Films that appear in more than one category (in this or in the other Tables) are marked with an asterisk. See Note 
1 for additional clarification. Prepared by the author (© 2019, All Rights Reserved). 

 

up shop as a hairdresser, having a dalliance with a young stud and later developing an intimate 

fondness for his baby-butch sister. 

 

Category 2: Open Bisexuality 
 

As in the case of Situational Bisexuality, three subcategories appear herein, two of which 

predominate. The first type would be playful, where the character wields her or his charm in order 

to signal her or his availability; the second would be malevolent, where characters deploy 

bisexuality as a means of acquiring or asserting power over people they regard as subordinate to 

them; and the third type would be licentious, where a character’s bisexuality is a component of her 

or his quest as a sexual adventurer (see Table 3). 
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Playful 

The subcategory of playful bisexuality is male-dominated in Philippine cinema. The earliest 

instance would be in a period film, Mario O’Hara’s Three Godless Years (1976), where a Japanese-

occupation official, who marries the rural maiden he had raped, introduces to her an elderly Spanish 

mestizo who’s clearly besotted with him and whose devotion (to the point of self-sacrifice) the 

official matter-of-factly accommodates; another character in Ishmael Bernal’s Manila by Night 

(1980), a restless youth about to stumble into drug addiction, allows himself to be picked up by the 

gay couturier (mentioned in the pragmatic subcategory of Situational Bisexuality) as a way of 

proving to himself and others how laid-back and easy-going he is. 
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Unexpectedly, the other examples operate on fantastic assumptions: in Mike Relon 

Makiling’s I Am Kiko, I Am Kikay (1987), a pair of twins, identical in every way except that one is 

straight and the other gay, imbibe a transformative Nutty Professor-type of potion and transform 

into a hot movie-star-type couple, each unaware of the other’s actual identity up to the point of 

marrying each other; in Joel Lamangan’s ZsaZsa Zaturnnah ze Movie (2006), a gay beautician turns 

into a female superhero whenever he swallows a pebble-size meteorite, thus resulting in 

complications when the man he loves falls for him in his female alter-identity; in Chris Martinez’s 

Here Comes the Bride (2011), the paranormal aftereffect of a solar eclipse causes a wedding party’s 

participants and guests to exchange personalities, including a gay man finding himself in a woman’s 

body; and in Jade Castro’s Remington and the Curse of the Zombadings (2011), a straight though 

homophobic kid is cursed by a mournful elderly gay man, so that when he grows up he finds 

himself attracted less to his girlfriend and more to his male best friend, even while out gay men in 

his town are being killed by an unknown evil force. The samples of a women characters exhibiting 

playful bisexuality are in one of the primarily made-for-export successors to Lino Brocka’s Macho 

Dancer (1988), titled Burlesk King (1999), as well as in a Philippine-American B-film, Matthew 

Abaya’s Vampariah (2016), where the migrant vampire-killing character is abducted by a 

mythological Filipino entity and discovers new aspects about her genealogy as well as her sexuality. 

In the first instance the couple is nearly overpowered by their conservative working-class 

circumstance, while in the second, the couple emerge triumphant via their use of supernatural 

abilities. 

 

Malevolent 

A second subcategory of Open Bisexuality, which I (hesitantly) titled malevolent, would be 

necessarily problematic, in so far as conventional society’s anxieties get projected onto the 

characters’ conditions. The female samples precede the men’s: a pimp in Mel Chionglo’s Playgirl 

(1980) tests his recent recruit’s loyalty by requiring her to have sex with another sex worker; in 

Celso Ad. Castillo’s Totoy Boogie (1982), a profligate party girl loses her poor but loyal boyfriend 

as well as the sugar daddy she replaced him with, and finally accedes to her elderly lesbian 

neighbor’s offer of financial support and emotional comfort. 

 

The male samples predictably dwell on acts of rape: in Ishmael Bernal’s Capture: Jailhouse 

Boys (1981), older convicts abduct a younger inmate for their own clandestine bacchanalia; in 

Marilou Diaz-Abaya’s real-life-based Alias Baby China (1984), gangsters capture the gun moll of 

the leader of their rival group and rape both her and her best friend, a trans woman, resulting in the 

death of the latter; in Joel Lamangan’s No Way Out (2008), a corrupt policeman, abusive toward his 
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own wife, intercepts a migrant’s search for his same-sex lover and turns the latter into his sex slave; 

while in Joselito Altarejos’s Antonio’s Secret (also from 2008), the underage title character’s uncle 

realizes that his nephew is gay and forces anal sex on the 
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unwilling youth.4 The only exceptions to this pattern are also two of the more recent ones: in 

Elwood Perez’s Esoterica Manila (2014), a young artist has to cope with a gay seducer as well as 

with a troubled trans woman; while in Jun Lana’s Born Beautiful (2018), a preoperative trans 

woman decides to undergo conversion therapy and, upon joining her teammates in a nightclub, gets 

jumped on by a sex worker who succeeds in getting impregnated by the said trans character, while 

in Afi Africa’s The Lookout (2018), a gay-for-pay worker eventually falls for the violent 

masquerader-assassin who purchased his services. 

 

Licentious 

The last subcategory in Open Bisexuality is that of licentious occurrences, where characters are 

curious, impetuous, and nonchalant about the consequences of their choices. An unusual example, 

drawn from a real-life narrative, is in Joel Lamangan’s Sabel (2004), where an angry and 

promiscuous young woman decides to join the nunnery, gets raped by an inmate in the prison where 

she ministers, marries her rapist then abandons him when she gets pregnant, and is finally tracked 

by him to a rural hotspot where, under a new identity, she goes on trial for a political killing after 

joining the Communist rebel force and marrying a female comrade.5 Unlike an early example, in 

Ishmael Bernal’s Indecent Behavior: I Have Seven Wives (1974), where the affluent gay lover of a 

polygamous man opts to be socially reclusive in order to uphold his boyfriend’s macho reputation, 

the other male-centered samples rely on secondary heterosexual characters to propel the narrative: a 

sexually adventuresome lighthouse keeper who extends his hospitality to a gay visitor from Manila 

in Joselito Altarejos’s The Man in the Lighthouse (2007), and a porn-theater projectionist in 

Brillante Mendoza’s Service (2008), who accedes to a blow-job offer from a trans woman admirer. 

 

Category 3: Closeted Bisexuality 
 

The final category, unlike the previous two, features only two subcategories, reflective of the 

possible means by which Closeted Bisexuality may be revealed: either a deliberate self-declaration, 

or an unintended discovery by one’s social and/or familial circles (see Table 4). In fact the available 

samples tend to cluster around domestic or family-like relationships – an acknowledgment of the 

intimacy issues that typify the manifold processes of closeting and outing. 
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Table 4. List of Philippine Film Samples that Feature Characters in the Closeted Category. Films are listed in chronological 
order. Films that appear in more than one category (in this or in the preceding Tables) are marked with an asterisk. See Note 1 for 
additional clarification. Prepared by the author (© 2019, All Rights Reserved). 

 

Intentional Outing 

The first subcategory under Closeted Bisexuality would be self-outing characters. In Tony Cayado’s 

comedy We Who Are Sexy (1962), earlier mentioned in the accidental subcategory of Situational 

Bisexuality, after the brothers abandon their dalliance with femininity partly via military training, 

their camp commander triumphantly marches with them but betrays (strictly for the audience) a 

distinctly effeminate waddle. Also in Marilou Diaz-Abaya’s Moral (1982), which features a gay-

for-pay female arrangement (in the pragmatic subcategory of Situational Bisexuality), a wife 

attempts to reconnect with an ex-husband who had left her to live with a same-sex gay-bar dancer. 

Based on a real-life situation, a married New People’s Army soldier strengthens not just an earlier 

same-sex affair but also his commitment to people’s warfare in Joel Lamangan’s Renegade (2013). 

In two 2016 comedies, bisexuality is manifested in varying degrees of deliberation: a young man’s 

heterocentric equanimity, in Joven Tan’s Bro, I Heard You Love Me, is upended when his male best 

friend confesses to having fallen in love with him, while a lesbian tattoo artist, in Lem Lorca’s 

Ned’s Project, wanting to have her own offspring, attempts to persuade several reluctant male 

friends (including a gay guy) to get her pregnant. Finally, in two films from 2018, dying queer 

subjects request their former lovers to leave their respective families to provide company for the 

partners’ final days: a female couple in Perci Intalan’s Distance (where the family unit is torn apart), 

and a male couple in Joel Lamangan’s Rainbow’s Sunset (where the family, after initial resistance, 

arrives at an understanding). 

 

 Inadvertent outing samples seem confined to male characters – again possibly because of the 

higher anxiety associated with the performance of masculinity. The businessman in Lino Brocka’s 

Dipped in Gold (1970), if not for the blackmail attempt of his lover (as mentioned in the pragmatic 
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subcategory of Situational Bisexuality), would have preferred to maintain a surreptitious same-sex 

relationship alongside his socially sanctioned family life, in contrast with the husband whose lover 

falls too desperately clingy in Augusto Buenaventura’s Fire in Your Lap (1984); in Danny L. 

Zialcita’s The Spouse (1980), and even more comically in J. Erastheo Navoa’s Betrayed Butterflies 

(1985), wives discover their husbands’ gay affairs, with the former refusing her spouse’s invitation 

to form a threesome, and the latter scandalizing her husband by sleeping with his lover. Joel 

Lamangan’s No Way Out (2008), mentioned in the malevolent subcategory of Open Bisexuality, 

proceeds from an overseas returnee’s incapability to resume heterosexual relations with his wife; 

when the returnee’s disappointed lover sets out for the capital city, the frustrated husband decides to 

resume their relationship and seek out his once and future boyfriend. In Carlos Siguion-Reyna’s The 

Man in Selya’s Life (1997) as well as in the regional television sensation, Dominic Zapata and Gil 

Tejada Jr.’s My Husband’s Lover (2013), a woman believes that she picked out the perfect man to 

marry, only to realize that his sensitivity and domestic orientation point to one logical consequence 

of an evolved masculinity – a female-identified orientation. The simplest iteration is that provided 

by Jason Laxamana’s The Third Party (2016), where an ex-girlfriend a now-out gay professional 

and his partner are visited by the former’s ex-girlfriend, pregnant and abandoned by her last 

boyfriend and in need of assistance. A more proactive role for women was provided in Jun Lana’s 

The Two Mrs. Reyeses (2018), a comedy where two women, whose husbands happen to share the 

same family name, find out that their spouses had fallen for each other, and decide to help each 

other out in winning their men back. 

 

Provisional Conclusions 

 

Of the 93 films enumerated in the study resulting in 100 instances of bisexual imaging, 68 provided 

male images and 24 were female (with overlapping instances accounting for the irregular totals). A 

small number (Manila by Night, Moral, and The Strong, the Pretty, and the Timid) had both male 

and female images; more significantly, all three were from the previous millennium, produced 

within three years of one another, 1980-82. In fact, only one title since the start of the millennium 

(No Way Out), had bisexual images in more than one category. This may be understood as an 

unconscious replication of a similar trend in US pornography, where entries from an earlier era 

(called a Golden Age, and roughly coinciding with the Philippines’s own Second Golden Age – 

1969-84 for the first [Paasonen & Saarenmaa, 2007] and 1974-86 for the second [David, 1990]) 

were capable of more diverse presentations of sexual incidents, with gay or bisexual episodes 

showing up in products intended for straight-male audiences. 

 

 On the other hand, the production of films with bisexual themes in particular, and queer 

themes in general, burgeoned during the present (using the start of the millennium as marker): while 

this study could enumerate all the existing pre-millennium samples, the niche-film products could 

only 
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be mentioned as a group, with only their filmmakers identified (see endnote 1), and other further 

outlying samples might still be uncovered. Since digital film production, and with it queer and 

bisexual depictions, can be safely assumed to persist in the Philippines, with an increasing 

percentage of releases opting for streaming platforms, the single biggest problem of pre-millennial 

filmic discourses on sexuality, government censorship, will be more and more a circumventable 
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obstacle. 

 

 Ironically, a return to the smorgasbord-like something-for-everyone treat might be more 

difficult to insist on, especially in the case of niche products where the audiences have definite 

expectations. It can nevertheless be maintained as an ideal, though, with examples from the past 

serving as reminders of its feasibility and progressive impact. Furthermore, the difference between 

gender presentations (with only about 25 percent female) presents a severe imbalance that has to be 

addressed. “For it is not ‘identification’ per se but rather ‘desire’ and ‘fantasy’ that structure erotic 

scenarios,” Marjorie Garber argued, with special reference to women, “and they do so in ways that, 

as psychoanalytic theorists have long known, permit the fantasizer to play a number of roles at 

once…. As analysts Jean Laplache and J.-B. Pontalis point out, the fantasist ‘cannot be assigned any 

fixed place in it,’ and may in fact be ‘present in the fantasy’ in the ‘very syntax of the sequence’ 

rather than in any specific position or role” (1995, p. 33). 

 

Notes 

 

 1 The films in this article will be listed according to their English translations. In cases 

where no official translation exists, the films may be checked – at the less-than-reliable 

Internet Movie Database, e.g. – via their directors’ respective filmographies. (Thanks to 

Erick Frago, Monchito Nocon, Rolando T. Inocencio, Noel Vera, and Rochit Tañedo for 

help in translating certain Tagalog titles to English.) In contrast with the filmmakers in 

the survey, certain contemporary Filipino filmmakers, led by Crisaldo Pablo and his 

pioneering film Doubt (2003), focus on the production of queer films mainly for a niche 

audience; the most active practitioners would include G.A. Villafuerte and Monti 

Parungao (interview with J. J. David, April 16, 2019). 

 

 2 A masseur employed in a Metro Manila spa describes a larger proliferation of 

monosexual and bisexual orientations in his place of work, including occasional covert 

relationships between workers and clients, and acknowledged stressful work situations 

that have the potential to erupt in violence (interview with JCBV [pseudonym], March 

28, 2019). 

 

 3 Queer scholar J. Neil C. Garcia provides a means of understanding, from this early period 

of queer-image presentations, how fluid the categories of queerness, inversion, and 

transvestism can get: “Since psychosexual inversion predates the transsexual 

phenomenon,… it is able to accommodate even those gender and/or sexual attributions 

which are not necessarily literally inscribed on the body – for instance, simple 

effeminacy…. If the psychological being of a male 
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homosexual is female, then ‘her’ body can – or must only – follow” (2009, p. 95). In the 

case of We Who Are Sexy, the presence of transsexual Christine Jorgensen has also been 

read as a means of intensifying the discourse of heteronormative Christian-nationalist 

gendering in relation to perceived foreign (Islamist and US-imperialist) challenges to 

Philippine sovereignty (Stryker, 2009). 
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 4 The pairing of a better-off, usually elderly and occasionally effeminate male with a 

handsome though less-privileged stud is a familiar trope in Philippine comedies, 

melodramas, and even action cinema (now considered a dormant genre, because of its 

unprofitability since the turn of the millennium). The characters’ behavioral and sartorial 

codings suggest, in Philippine cultural terms, not only class differences but also sexual 

preferences. That is, the younger man is presumed to be heterosexual and agrees to a 

violation of his “natural” behavior in exchange for pecuniary rewards. In selecting 

samples for this survey, however, I excluded these samples unless this type of partner 

either explicitly expresses a heterosexual preference or performs an act demonstrating 

this preference. 

 

 5 Outlawed by the Philippine government, the half-century-old New People’s Army 

provided the first territories in Asia where same-sex marriage was declared legal 

(Dowell, 2005). 
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